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ABSTRACT
T-cell epitopes have a huge potential in the development of vaccine, disease prevention and diagnostics as well as therapeutics. As
a numbers of epitopes have been identiﬁed experimentally in the past 20 years, databases focusing on different kinds of epitopes are
now available. However, for vaccine development particularly, biochemical and immunological experiments are costly, time consuming,
with low immunogenicity and reversible. Narrowing down the epitopes of interest could reduce the number of wet laboratory experiments
and made vaccine designs cheaper and faster. In this works, we utilized support vector machine for pattern recognition in T-cell epitopes
and further ranked the results by the present of anchor residues. We used the 9-mers peptide sequences obtained from Immune Epitope
Database (IEDB) for HLA-A*02, HLA-A*11 and HLA-A*24 at that are related to Asian population for this works. The results showed that
this two steps approach for T-cell epitope prediction is able to provide reasonable output. Therefore, the integration of pattern recognition
and ranking by the present of anchor residue could be useful for future development of more alleles with various peptide lengths.
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INTRODUCTION
Epitope-based vaccines make use of short, antigen-derived
peptides (which corresponding to epitopes) that are administrated
to trigger a protective humoral (B cell epitopes) and/or cellular (T
cell epitopes) immune response. T cell epitopes are presented to T
cells in association with Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC)
proteins. While cytotoxic T cell recognize intracellular peptides
displayed by MHC class I molecules (CD8+ T cell epitopes), T helper
cells recognize peptides that are taken up from the extracellular space
and displayed by MHC class II molecules (CD4+ T cell epitopes). The
peptide-MHC complex (pMHC) interacts with the T cell receptor,
leading to its activation and subsequent induction of a cellular immune
response. Epitope-based vaccines offer several potential benefits over
traditional vaccines, including the precise control over the immune
response activation, the ability to focus on the most relevant antigen
regions, as well as production and biosafety advantages due to their
chemically simple and well-characterized composition. The peptide T
cell epitopes, specifically, can be used for the accurately monitoring
the immune responses which activation by Major Histocompatibility
Complex (MHC) and rationally designing vaccines [1-5]. Therefore,
accurate prediction of T cell epitopes is crucial for this epitope-based
vaccine development and clinical immunology.
As the molecular basis of immune recognition and the immune
response, epitopes provide valuable information that is useful for
disease prevention, diagnosis and therapeutic [6-8]. As a large
number of epitopes have been identified since 1990s, various epitope
databases (e.g. IEDB [9], Antigen [10,11], Bcipep [12], Epitome
[13], MHCPEP[14], SYFPEITHI [15], MHCBN [16], FIMM [17]
and EPIMHC [18]) are therefore being developed. However, the
experimental identifications of epitopes from an antigen (e.g. phage
display library, overlapping peptides, ELISA, immunofluorescence,
immunohistochemistry, radioimmunoassay, Western blotting, X-ray
crystallography and NMR studies on antibody-antigen structure,
attenuation of the wild type pathogens by random mutations and
serial passages, etc) are very expensive, time consuming, with low
antigenicity and reversible. Therefore, predictive methods and
software focusing on different types of epitopes have been witnessed
(e.g. ABCpred [19], BCEPred [20], BepiPred [21], CED [22],
Discotope [21], EMT [23]). With the aid of the epitope predictive
software and databases, the list for the proteins of interest are now can
be narrowed down, thus drastically reduce the number of laboratory
experiments [24].
In this work, two steps of data processing for T-cell epitope
prediction were proposed. Firstly, the dataset was grouped trained for
pattern recognition by the length of the amino acids. Then, predicted
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results were further ranked by the present of anchor residues. We
utilized HLA-A*02, HLA-A*11 and HLA-A*24 9-mers dataset that
are more related to Asian population in this study. The integration of
both pattern recognition and ranked the results by anchor residues
showed that the approach is relatively reasonable and able to narrow
down the predicted results. This approach sees the possibility to
extend to other alleles and other length of peptide sequences.

METHODOLOGY
The methodology of this work is showed in figure 1. The
T-cell epitopes (both positive and negative dataset) on HLA-A*02,
HLA-A*11 and HLA-A*24 9-mers were first obtained from Immune
Epitope Database (IEDB) [25]. The positive dataset includes all
positive epitope sequences that have been verified by experimental
means while negative dataset includes those epitope sequences that
did not give immunological T-cell responses. Table 1 shows the total
number of epitope sequences retrieved from IEDB that were used
in this study. The training was performed on 80% of the dataset and
the remaining 20% was used as testing dataset for each alleles. The
training and testing was performed using Support Vector Machine
(SVM) technique implemented in MATLAB R2015a. All dataset was
first converted to ASCII format prior to training and testing by SVM
Fine Gaussian module.

Figure 1: The methodology ﬂowchart of the current work on T-cell epitope
prediction module development using pattern recognition and motif searching
approaches.
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The module where then exported and implemented in a local
host. We then employed a ranking system for the input of a query
sequence. The query sequence will first be truncated to 9-mers
window. The “positive” sequences will then be ranked according to
the present of anchor residues. Table 2 shows the location and anchor
residues in each allele [26-28]. The present of the anchor residue in
the predicted positive sequence was given 3 marks, preferred residue
gave 2 marks while others were given 1 mark. Therefore, a predicted
positive sequence will have a maximum of 6 marks and minimum of
2 marks. The ranking of the predicted positive sequences was then
arranged from the maximum to minimum marks.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SVM has been widely used in solving a wide variety of biological
problems. Current machine learning techniques involves Artificial
Neural Network (ANN), Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and etc.
However, the SVM algorithm which was developed recently has
produced improve performances [29]. On the other hand, vaccine
design could be benefit from T-cell epitope prediction specifically
when the cost for experimental work is limited [30].
Results showed that the accuracy is 72.7%, 99.1% and 65.6% for
HLA-A*02, HLA-A*11 and HLA-A*24, respectively. The differences
in the accuracy percentage could be due to the number of sequences
in each allele. The positive dataset for HLA-A*24 was nearly half of
the negative dataset, the accuracy was therefore the lowest among the
three alleles. The highest accuracy from HLA-A*11 might be due to
the negative dataset is only less than 40% of the positive dataset, thus
a higher prediction on the “positive” results occurred.
We also randomly picked a recently published experimental
derived data [31] as the query sequence to the local host that we
have integrated the pattern recognition and ranking system to see
the accuracy of the output. We combined all the five sequences
(FMGDIHQPL, LLSTAALPV, FLQLLLVTL, REANLSHYV and
LEATYASTL) for CD8 specific epitopes tabulated by the authors
where these sequences covered more than 80% of the world’s
population as vaccine candidate for human papillomavirus [31].
The results from our prediction showed that the five sequences were
within the top predicted positive T-cell epitope (Figure 2). Therefore,
we believed that the pattern recognition by SVM and results ranking
by anchor residues could be a useful to predict the T-cell epitopes.
Table 1: The number of positive and negative epitope sequences for HLA-A*02,
HLA-A*11 and HLA-A*24 obtained from IEDB T cell epitope database with the
length of 9 amino acids.
Allele

Positive sequence

Negative sequence

*02

4379

4829

*11

1443

911

*24

1306

2129

Table 2: The anchor and preferred residues for 9-mers HLA-A*02, HLA-A*11
and HLA-A*24 [26-28].
Position # 2

Position # 9

Allele

Anchor

Preferred

Anchor

Preferred

*02

I, L, M, V

A, Q, T

I, V

A, L, M, T

*11

A, I, G, L, M, N,
S, T, V

C, D, F

K

H, R, Y

*24

F, Y

I, L, M, T, V, W

F, I

L, M, W, Y
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Figure 2: The predicted T-cell epitope results for the ﬁve sequences obtained
from Vijayamahantesh, et al. [31] using pattern recognition and anchor
residue ranking approach.

CONCLUSION
In this work, we integrated pattern recognition by SVM and
further processed the predicted positive results by the present of
anchor in the predicted sequences. The results are so far encouraging
for at least the prediction for 9-mers HLA-A*02, HLA-A*11 and
HLA-A*24. We see the possibility of applying similar approached for
more alleles as well as with various length of peptide.
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